Call for Papers
Research scholars, UG & PG students of Engineering, MCA, Bio-informatics and other computer / IT engineering related departments
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
1. Internet of Things
2. Next Generation Networks
3. Cloud Computing
4. Data mining and Information Retrieval
5. Network and Cyber Security
6. Image and Signal Processing

Selected papers will be published in
1. IJCA “International Journal of computer application” IJCA is indexed in : Google Scholar, Informatics, NASA ADS (Harvard Univ.) CiteSeer
2. Extended version of selected papers will be published in IGI Global Journal “International Journal of Rough Sets and Data Analysis (ISRSDA)” IGI Global is indexed in : ACM digital library, DBLP, Google Scholar

Important Dates:
Last date for paper submission: 26th Jan 2016
Notification for acceptance: 10th Feb 2016
Camera ready Paper submission: 15th Feb 2016
Last date for registration: 20th Feb 2016

Registration Details:
DD should be drawn in favor of “Principal, Smt. Kashibai Navale College of Engg, Pune-41”, payable at Pune.

Sr. Category Fees (INR) National Participants Fees ($) International Participants
01 UG/PG Students 500 50
02 Research Scholar/ Industry Person 700 40
03 Attendee 500 50

Submission:
Send the Research paper to icinc2016@sinhgad.edu in .Docx format only
www.sinhgad.edu/icinc_2016

International conference on
“Internet of Thing, Next Generation Networks and Cloud Computing 2016” (ICINC-2016)
February 26th — 28th, 2016

Registration form
www.sinhgad.edu/icinc_2016
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Designation ______________________________________
_________________________________________________

Address for Correspondence:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Mobile:  ________________________________________
_________________________________________________

DD No: ___________                 Date:______________
Bank: _______________Branch:___________________
Accommodation required: Yes/ No
Place:      Date:
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Seal & Signature of Sponsor: ______
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